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SANS data of bacterial cellulose and its composites with plant cell wall polysaccharides can be described by 

a core-shell model which accounts for the distinct solvent accessibility to the ribbons’ inner/outer regions.  
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Abstract 27 

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has been applied to characterise the structure of pure 28 

bacterial cellulose hydrogels, and composites thereof, with two plant cell wall 29 

polysaccharides (arabinoxylan and xyloglucan). Conventional published models, which 30 

assume that bacterial cellulose ribbons are solid one-phase systems, fail to adequately 31 

describe the SANS data of pure bacterial cellulose. Fitting of the neutron scattering profiles 32 

instead suggests that the sub-structure of cellulose microfibrils contained within the ribbons 33 

results in the creation of regions with distinct values of neutron scattering length density, 34 

when the hydrogels are subjected to H2O/D2O exchange. This may be represented within a 35 

core-shell formalism that considers the cellulose ribbons to comprise a core containing 36 

impermeable crystallites surrounded by a network of paracrystalline cellulose and tightly 37 

bound water, and a shell containing only paracrystalline cellulose and water. Accordingly, a 38 

fitting function comprising the sum of a power-law term to account for the large scale 39 

structure of intertwined ribbons, plus a core-shell cylinder with polydisperse radius, has 40 

been applied; it is demonstrated to simultaneously describe all SANS contrast variation data 41 

of pure and composite bacterial cellulose hydrogels. In addition, the resultant fitting 42 

parameters indicate distinct interaction mechanisms of arabinoxylan and xyloglucan with 43 

cellulose, revealing the potential of this approach to investigate the role of different plant 44 

cell wall polysaccharides on the biosynthesis process of cellulose. 45 

 46 

Keywords: small angle scattering, neutron scattering, cellulose, hemicelluloses, bacterial 47 

cellulose 48 

 49 

 50 

 51 
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1. Introduction 52 

Cellulose is one of the most abundant biopolymers found in nature, mostly as the main 53 

structural component of plant cell walls (PCWs). It is a linear homo-polysaccharide of β-D-54 

glucopyranose linked by β-1-4-linkages which, in its native form, is found assembled in a 55 

characteristic hierarchical structure. At its most basic structural level, cellulose chains are 56 

arranged in a highly ordered fashion forming crystal units 1, 2, also known as cellulose 57 

nanocrystals or nanowhiskers. At the next structural level, cellulose crystals are intercalated 58 

with paracrystalline and disordered amorphous domains, forming cellulose microfibrils, 59 

which then aggregate to form cellulose bundles or ribbons. The size ranges corresponding to 60 

these structural features are largely conditioned by the cellulose native source. For instance, 61 

cross-sections of 2-5 nm have been reported for plant-derived cellulose microfibrils 3-8, 62 

whereas bacterial and algal cellulose microfibrils typically present larger cross-sections of 4-63 

8 nm 9-11 and greater than 15 nm 12, 13 respectively. In PCWs, cellulose microfibrils are 64 

embedded in a multi-component matrix composed of amorphous biopolymers, such as 65 

hemicelluloses and pectins. Although these cellulose microfibrils are known to present a key 66 

role in controlling growth processes and providing mechanical integrity to PCWs 14-16, many 67 

questions still remain with regards to their structure and interactions with matrix 68 

components. In addition to its significance in the field of plant biology, understanding the 69 

structure of PCWs is also relevant to several industrial sectors such as the production of 70 

biofuels, where identification of the structural role of the PCW components and their effect 71 

on the digestibility of cellulose are essential to increase processing efficiency 17.  72 

 73 

Besides being a major component in PCWs, cellulose is secreted extracellularly by several 74 

bacterial species such as Gluconacetobacter xylinus (formerly known as Acetobacter 75 

xylinus), which, when inoculated in a culture medium rich in carbohydrates or polyols, 76 
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synthesize a highly hydrated pellicle of cellulose (often referred to as cellulose hydrogel) at 77 

the liquid/air interface 18. Although plant-derived and bacterial cellulose have the same 78 

chemical structure, they present quite distinct structural organization due to certain 79 

differences in their respective biosynthesis processes. Cellulose biosynthesis is carried out 80 

by complex proteins found in the cellular membrane of cellulose-synthesizing organisms, 81 

known as terminal complexes (TCs), and the formation of different structural features is 82 

assumed to take place sequentially during several synthesis stages 19. Thus, the architecture 83 

of cellulose should be determined by the arrangement of TCs in different organisms and by 84 

factors interfering with any of the biosynthesis stages. For instance, TCs in higher plants are 85 

arranged into features known as rosettes, which present an hexagonal symmetry; a common 86 

assumption therefore is that the number of cellulose chains found in plant-derived 87 

microfibrils is divisible by six 4, 20. On the other hand, TCs are linearly arranged in the cell 88 

membrane of Gluconacetobacter 19, which has led several researchers to consider bacterial 89 

cellulose ribbons as flat objects with rectangular cross-section 21-23, despite no definitive 90 

evidence having been provided to support this hypothesis. Furthermore, while bacterial 91 

cellulose is synthesized as nearly pure cellulose, interactions between cellulose and matrix 92 

components are developed during the PCW biosynthesis process, hence affecting the 93 

cellulose assembly pattern. Despite these differences, a number of studies have 94 

demonstrated that when PCW biopolymers are added into the Gluconacetobacter culture 95 

medium, cellulose establishes interactions with the added components, mimicking the 96 

assembly of cellulose in PCWs 10, 21, 23-31. As a result, this has been employed as an efficient 97 

approach to investigate the individual role of different PCW components, i.e. avoiding the 98 

presence of interfering constituents, in the biosynthesis process and in the properties of the 99 

resulting composite materials. 100 

 101 
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A number of works have investigated the effect of several PCW polysaccharides such as 102 

xyloglucan 27, 29, 32, mannans 23, 28 and pectins 21 on the structure of bacterial cellulose by 103 

means of microscopic, spectroscopic and diffraction techniques. However, the sample 104 

drying typically required by these methods induces significant structural changes in the 105 

highly hydrated (ca. 99% H2O) bacterial cellulose hydrogels10. As an alternative, small angle 106 

scattering techniques offer a suitable approach to characterise bacterial cellulose hydrogels 107 

in their native state, covering a size range from 1 nm to several hundreds of nm. 108 

Surprisingly, only a limited number of studies have exploited the potential of SAXS and 109 

SANS to investigate the structure of native bacterial cellulose 10, 33-38. In most of these 110 

studies, scattering data have been interpreted in terms of fractal analysis, cross-section 111 

estimation, or application of very basic theoretical models which do not account for the 112 

complex assembly of cellulose into several structural levels.  113 

 114 

The combination of SANS and SAXS with complementary XRD and SEM to characterise 115 

bacterial cellulose composites has been recently shown to provide meaningful insights on 116 

the differential role of PCW polysaccharides in the cellulose biosynthesis process10, 17. In 117 

parallel, the development of a suitable theoretical model to describe the scattering arising 118 

from hierarchically-assembled pure bacterial cellulose, and its composite hydrogels with two 119 

different PCW polysaccharides, is presented here to fully exploit the potential of small angle 120 

scattering techniques to the investigation of the interaction mechanisms between cellulose 121 

and PCW matrix components. 122 

 123 

2. Experimental 124 

 125 

2.1 Preparation of pure and composite bacterial cellulose hydrogels 126 
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Cellulose only (BC), cellulose/xyloglucan (BC-XG) and cellulose/arabinoxylan (BC-AX) 127 

composites were produced following the method described by Mikkelsen et al. 26, 39, 40 with 128 

some modifications. In brief, the Gluconacetobacter xylinus frozen strain ATCC 53524 129 

(Manassas, VA, USA) was cultivated in Hestrin and Schramm medium at pH 5.0. To 130 

produce the BC-XG composites, 1% xyloglucan solution (tamarind xyloglucan, Megazyme 131 

International Ireland Ltd., County Wicklow, Ireland) was mixed with double concentrated 132 

Hestrin and Schramm medium (1:1) before inoculation, leading to a final xyloglucan 133 

concentration of 0.5%. A similar preparation method and concentrations were applied for 134 

the culture medium used to synthesize the BC-AX composites 39 (wheat arabinoxylan, 135 

Megazyme International Ireland Ltd., County Wicklow, Ireland). Composite hydrogels were 136 

cultivated statically at 30°C for 72 hours in 40 mm diameter containers. After cultivation 137 

they were harvested and washed 6 times with ice-cold deionised water under agitation at 100 138 

rpm to remove bacteria and excess medium. Samples were stored in 0.02% NaN3 solution 139 

and kept at 4°C until further analysis.  140 

 141 

Monosaccharide analysis by GC/MS of washed composite hydrogels showed 27% 142 

incorporation of xyloglucan in the BC-XG composite and 53% arabinoxylan in the BC-AX 143 

composite. The total solids content in the hydrogels were approximately 0.7% w/v for BC 144 

and 1.4% for BC-XG and BC-AX, the remainder being water. Sample thicknesses were 145 

measured with a Vernier calliper and were between 0.6 and 1.0 mm. 146 

 147 

2.2 Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) 148 

SANS measurements were performed on the 40 m QUOKKA instrument at the OPAL 149 

reactor 41. Three configurations were used to cover a q range of 0.004-0.8 Å−1 where q is the 150 

magnitude of the scattering vector defined as � = ��
� sin 		and 2θ is the scattering angle. 151 
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These configurations were: (i) source-to-sample distance (SSD) = 20.2 m, sample-to-152 

detector distance (SDD) = 20.1 m, (ii) SSD = 3.9 m, SSD = 4.0 m and (iii) SSD = 10.0 m, 153 

SDD = 1.4 m using a wavelength, λ, of 5.034 Å of 10% resolution and with source and 154 

sample aperture diameters of 50 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Pure cellulose, and its 155 

composite hydrogels, in their fully hydrated state were analysed by placing the samples in 156 

sealed 1 mm path length cells with demountable quartz windows and filling the cells with 157 

the required solvent (H2O, D2O or different H2O/D2O mixtures). To maximize the D/H 158 

exchange, prior to the SANS measurements, the hydrogels were soaked in D2O or H2O/D2O 159 

mixtures with an approximate hydrogel/solvent ratio of 1g/3mL. The samples were initially 160 

soaked for 24h and, subsequently, an additional exchange step with fresh solvent was carried 161 

out for at least a further 24h. Scattering was measured for a total of 1.25 h for the hydrogels 162 

soaked in 60% D2O and 100% D2O, and 2.25 h for the hydrogels soaked in H2O, 20% D2O 163 

and 35% D2O. 164 

 165 

SANS data were reduced using NCNR SANS reduction macros 42 modified for the 166 

QUOKKA instrument, using the Igor software package (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) 167 

with data corrected for empty cell scattering, transmission, and detector and transformed to 168 

absolute scale using an attenuated direct beam transmission measurement. To perform the 169 

background subtraction, the background contribution in each sample was first assessed by 170 

calculating the slope of the linear region at high q on an I·q4 versus q4 plot. The value of the 171 

slope obtained was used to estimate the level of constant background (bulk H2O, D2O or 172 

different H2O/D2O mixtures) which was subsequently subtracted from each sample. All 173 

scattering plots presented in this work have been background subtracted by following this 174 

procedure. The contrast match point of each sample was determined by plotting the 175 
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scattering intensity at a q value of 0.0052 Å-1 against the D2O content of the solvent 176 

mixtures (cf. Figure 5A). 177 

 178 

2.3 Data analysis 179 

Initial fits to the experimental SANS data of D2O-soaked hydrogels were conducted by 180 

applying a variety of models that have been proposed in the existing literature 33, 35, 38, namely 181 

parallelepiped and cylinder with polydisperse radius, within the Igor NIST analysis macro 182 

suite 42. A more sophisticated model, comprising the sum of a power-law term (to account for 183 

large-scale structure) plus a core-shell cylinder structure (polydisperse core, fixed thickness 184 

shell) was coded by the authors within the same program, and was used as an alternative for 185 

fitting the SANS curves for contrast variation experiments. 186 

 187 

The function calculated is the following: 188 

��� = ��
�� ∙ ∑ ����, �� ∙�� ���, �� , ��, �, ����, ����, ������  + " ∙ �#$ + %&'  (1) 189 

where the first term corresponds to the form factor of a core-shell cylinder with polydisperse 190 

core radius, normalised by multiplying by the number density of particles (()/+�), the 191 

second term accounts for the power-law behaviour and the third term corresponds to the 192 

incoherent background remaining after the solvent background subtraction (which in this 193 

case was close to zero). Since the SANS data were collected on an absolute scale, the scale 194 

factor parameter should correspond to the volume fraction of cylindrical particles. This 195 

value relies on detailed knowledge of the thickness of the sample. 196 

 197 

The form factor of the core-shell cylinder is calculated by the following equation: 198 
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���, �� , ��, �, ���� , ����, ������  = , sin 	 ∙ -	 ∙ .+(����( − ���(012 sin3�� cos 	2 7
�� cos 	

2
∙8/2

0199 

2:1���( sin 	
��( sin 	 + +<����< − ���( sin3�� cos 	2 7

�� cos 	
2

∙ 2:1���< sin 	��< sin 	 =
2
      200 

   (2) 201 

where	�� is the core radius, �� is the shell radius (�� = �� +	>�),	>� is the radial shell 202 

thickness, � is the cylinder length,	+� is the core volume (+� = 8��?�),	+� is the shell volume 203 

(+� = 8��?�),	 :@ is the first order Bessel function and 	 is the angle between the cylinder 204 

axis and the scattering vector q. 205 

 206 

Additionally, the polydispersity of the core radius, ��, is modelled using a log-normal 207 

distribution: 208 

���� , �� = ABCD#E
FGHI�JK/JLMK NFO

P�?�QK�K          (3) 209 

where �R is the mean core radius. 210 

  211 

This model is thus defined by eleven parameters: scale factor (()), ��, �, ��, >�, SLD 212 

(scattering length density) of the core (����), SLD of the shell (����), SLD of the solvent 213 

(������ ), power-law coefficient ("), power-law exponent (S) and incoherent background 214 

(%&'). 215 

 216 

When fitting the SANS contrast variation experimental data, two new variables, T��UA and 217 

T�VA�� were created to describe the volume fraction of cellulose present in the core and the 218 

shell of the ribbons, respectively. Considering the situation of hydration in a 100% D2O 219 

solvent, and assuming that both the core and shell regions may be occupied only by cellulose 220 
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and water then these variables are directly related to the SLD of the core and the shell as 221 

follows: 222 

 223 

�����UA = T��UA ∙ W����A�� + -X'XT�A��		��UA ∙ Y����A��	�Z��		AB�V − ����A��[\ + �1 − T��UA ∙224 

]���^�Z_`		a?b + -X'XT��� 		��UA ∙ ����^�Z_`		��� − ���^�Z_`	a?bc     (4) 225 

 226 

����VA�� = T�VA�� ∙ W����A�� + -X'XT�A��		�VA�� ∙ Y����A��	�Z��		AB�V − ����A��[\ + �1 − T�VA�� ∙227 

]���^�Z_`		a?b + -X'XT��� 		�VA�� ∙ ����^�Z_`		��� − ���^�Z_`	a?bc     (5) 228 

 229 

where -X'XT�A��		��UA and -X'XT�A��		�VA�� represent the degree of H/D exchange in the 230 

cellulose fraction present within the core and shell, respectively and -X'XT��� 		��UA and 231 

-X'XT��� 		�VA��  correspond to the degree of exchange undergone by the solvent contained 232 

within the core and shell, respectively. These four parameters, which take a value between 233 

zero and unity, represent the extent to which exchange has occurred in both the cellulose and 234 

solvent with respect to the maximum possible SLD values for each fully exchanged 235 

component. Thus ����A�� and ����A��	�Z��	AB�V correspond to the SLD of non-exchanged and 236 

fully exchanged cellulose, respectively and ���^�Z_`		a?b and ���^�Z_`		���  are the SLD 237 

values of the tightly bound water initially found within the cellulose ribbons and the SLD of 238 

tightly bound solvent (i.e. associated with the corresponding solvent used for the contrast 239 

variation experiments) and both based on a density increase of 25% as reported in 43, 44.  240 

 241 

Thus, the final model was defined by the following nineteen parameters: (), ��, �, ��, >�, 242 

T��UA, T�VA��, -X'XT�A��		��UA, -X'XT�A��		�VA��, -X'XT��� 		��UA, -X'XT��� 		�VA�� , ����A��, 243 

����A��	�Z��	AB�V, ������ , ���^�Z_`		��� , ���^�Z_`		a?b, ", S and %&'. From these nineteen 244 

parameters, the following nine were fixed: �, ��, -X'XT��� 		�VA��, ����A��, ����A��	�Z��	AB�V, 245 
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������ , ���^�Z_`		��� , ���^�Z_`		a?b and %&'. Of the remaining ten parameters, eight 246 

parameters: (), ��, >�, T��UA, T�VA��, -X'XT��� 		��UA, -X'XT�A��		��UA and -X'XT�A��		�VA��, were 247 

constrained between values consistent with known sample properties. 248 

 249 

Regarding the morphological parameters of the samples, the cylinder length was fixed to a 250 

value of 500 nm, which is in agreement with values previously reported for the length of 251 

crystalline cellulose 45. In addition, the cylinder length beyond this has limited effect on the 252 

low q scattering. The polydispersity of the core radius, equivalent to the polydispersity of the 253 

ribbon thickness since the shell thickness was considered to be constant, was fixed to 0.2; the 254 

latter corresponds to the approximate relative error obtained when measuring the ribbon 255 

thickness from SEM micrographs 10. The core radius and the radial shell thickness were 256 

constrained to refine between values of 3 and 30 nm; these values were based on 257 

consideration of the minimum cellulose crystallite dimensions and the maximum ribbon 258 

width, estimated in previous work 10.  259 

 260 

The scale factor was estimated, before fitting, to be within the range of 0.004-0.015; this was 261 

based on uncertainties concerning the sample thickness (0.6-1.0 mm) and knowledge of the 262 

dry weight (0.7-1.4%). To account for possible thickness or dry weight measurement errors, 263 

the scale factor was allowed to vary between 0.001 and 0.03 during the fitting process. In the 264 

particular case of the solvent mixture closest to the contrast match point (i.e. samples soaked 265 

in 33% D2O), where the SLD contrast between the solvent and the crystalline cellulose is 266 

negligible, this parameter was fixed to a value of 0. The core and shell cellulose volume 267 

fractions were constrained between 0 and 1. The solvent contained within the shell was 268 

assumed to be completely exchanged (i.e. the solvent exchange within the shell was fixed to 269 

a value of 1). On the other hand, the cellulose H/D exchange for both core and shell regions 270 
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and the solvent exchange within the core were allowed to refine between 0 and 1 (i.e. no 271 

exchange and complete exchange). 272 

 273 

The SLD of fully exchanged cellulose was calculated for each solvent mixture considering 274 

that a value of 3.66·1010 cm-2 would be obtained if complete exchange of labile hydroxyl 275 

groups occurred when soaking the samples in 100% D2O, whereas a value of 1.87·1010 cm-2 276 

would correspond to 100% H2O (i.e. no H/D exchange) (cf. Table 1). The tightly bound 277 

solvent SLD values were calculated for solvent composition based on an increase of 25% in 278 

the physical density. The bulk solvent SLD values were re-calculated based on consideration 279 

of the sample/solvent ratio used for the two successive exchange steps. Thus, for instance, 280 

one bacterial cellulose sample weighing ca. 14.7 g soaked in 40 mL of pure D2O should 281 

result in a final solvent composition of ca. 75% D2O viz. 14.7g sample = 1.03g cellulose + 282 

13.67mL H2O, in 40 mL of D2O. Assuming that complete solvent exchange occurs during 283 

the first exchange step, the final solvent composition would be around 93% D2O (1.03g 284 

cellulose + 10.25mL D2O + 3.42mL H2O + 40mL D2O), with a corresponding neutron SLD 285 

value of 5.89·1010 cm-2. By following the same procedure, the final solvent compositions 286 

when soaking the samples in 60%, 35% and 20% D2O solutions were calculated as 56%, 287 

33% and 18% D2O, and having SLD values of 3.33·1010 cm-2, 1.73·1010 cm-2 and 0.69·1010 288 

cm-2, respectively.  289 

 290 

2.4 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 291 

SAXS measurements of the native pure cellulose and composite hydrogels (soaked in excess 292 

H2O) were performed on a Bruker Nanostar instrument, as described previously 10. The 293 

SAXS patterns were fitted using the same power-law plus core-shell function applied to fit 294 

the SANS data. However, in the case of X-rays, the scattering intensity arises mainly from 295 
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the contrast between the interior of the crystalline cellulose microfibrils (i.e. the core, 296 

according to the applied model described above) and the surrounding hydrated 297 

paracrystalline cellulose exterior region (i.e. the shell). Thus, the SLD values of the core and 298 

the shell were expressed as follows: 299 

 300 

�����UA = ����Ud�e	�A��         (6) 301 

 302 

����VA�� = �T�VA�� ∙ ���CfUf�Ud�e	�A�� + ��1 − T�VA�� ∙ ���^�Z_`		a?b    (7) 303 

 304 

where T�VA�� corresponds to the cellulose volume fraction in the microfibril exterior region 305 

and ����Ud�e	�A��, ���CfUf�Ud�e	�A�� and ���^�Z_`		a?b 	are the SLD values of the crystalline 306 

cellulose, the paracrystalline cellulose and the tightly bound water, respectively (cf. Table 307 

1). Hence, in the particular case of applying the core-shell model to describe the structure of 308 

the individual cellulose microfibrils, the fitting function is described by a total of twelve 309 

parameters, from which six were fixed (�, ����Ud�e	�A��, ���CfUf�Ud�e	�A��, ������ , 310 

���^�Z_`		a?b and %&'), four were constrained ((), ��, �� and T�VA��) and only two 311 

parameters were refined without any constraint (" and S). Based on the dry weight of the 312 

samples and considering possible dry weight measurement errors, as well as the possible 313 

reduction in the sample water content as a consequence of squeezing the hydrogel through 314 

the 1 mm capillary, the scale factor was constrained between 0.001 and 0.1. The core radius 315 

was constrained to refine between values of 1 and 30 nm, whereas the polydispersity of the 316 

core radius and the cellulose volume fraction within the shell were constrained between 0 317 

and 1. 318 

 319 
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Table 1. Neutron and X-ray SLDs for the different polysaccharides and solvents used in the 320 

SANS experiments. The following physical densities were used: ρ(crystalline cellulose) = 321 

1.60 g/cm3 43, ρ(paracrystalline cellulose) =  1.51 g/cm3 46, ρ(amorphous cellulose) =  1.48 322 

g/cm3 47, ρ(arabinoxylan) = 1.40 g/cm3, ρ(xyloglucan) = 1.40 g/cm3 48. Bound H2O and D2O 323 

SLDs were calculated assuming a density increase of 25% with respect to the bulk, as 324 

reported in 43, 44. 325 

 

Neutron SLD  

(1010 cm-2) 

X-ray SLD  

(1010 cm-2) 

Cellulose (crystalline) 1.87 14.46 

Cellulose (crystalline, D2O exchanged) 3.66 --- 

Cellulose (paracrystalline) 1.77 13.65 

Cellulose (paracrystalline, D2O exchanged) 3.46 --- 

Cellulose (amorphous) 1.73 13.38 

Cellulose (amorhpous, D2O exchanged) 3.39 --- 

Arabinoxylan  1.62 12.64 

Xyloglucan 1.62 12.65 

Bulk H2O -0.56 9.47 

Bound H2O -0.70 11.84 

Bulk D2O 6.38 --- 

Bound D2O 7.97 --- 

 326 

 327 

3. Results and discussion 328 

 329 
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3.1 Model development: Fitting of bacterial cellulose SANS data 330 

Bacterial cellulose hydrogels are structurally complex systems which have been characterized 331 

by SANS in a very limited number of works 10, 35, 37. To date, attempts to describe the 332 

experimental SANS data have been carried out based on unrealistic models which do not 333 

account for the real complexity of the system and, consequently, have not been able to 334 

satisfactorily fit the experimental data over the relevant intensity and q range. The aim of this 335 

work is to assess the validity of a more complex model, based on the prior knowledge of the 336 

system, to describe the SANS data of pure and composite hydrogels. Note that throughout 337 

this paper, the experimental data and associated fitting functions are illustrated on a 338 

logarithmic (as opposed to linear) scale of both intensity and q as this provides a clear 339 

demonstration of the quality, or otherwise, of the fitting functions; in addition, and unusual 340 

for small-angle scattering data from polymeric systems, a reduced χ2 value is also provided.  341 

The SANS patterns of pure bacterial cellulose hydrogels and its composites with 342 

arabinoxylan and xyloglucan have been previously shown to consist of the following three 343 

distinct regions: (1) low q region (q < 0.01 Å-1) dominated by interfacial surface scattering 344 

(i.e. arising from the interface between the cellulose ribbons and the surrounding bulk 345 

solvent) and evidenced by a power-law behaviour; (2) appearance of one or two characteristic 346 

shoulders in the region of q = 0.01-0.08 Å-1; and (3) a high q region (q > 0.15 Å-1) dominated 347 

by incoherent background scattering arising from the hydrogenous material 10. To explain the 348 

observed scattering patterns, a range of models, including those previously proposed in the 349 

literature, have been applied in the present work.  350 

 351 

The small angle scattering data of bacterial cellulose samples have been typically fitted using 352 

one-phase models, accounting for a single solid phase surrounded by bulk solvent 33, 35, 38. 353 

Bacterial cellulose ribbons present a morphology of long entangled objects with cross-354 
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sectional dimensions within the range of 20-60 nm 11, 21-23, 49. Although the length of each 355 

ribbon has not been unambiguously determined, they have been seen to be periodically 356 

twisted with an approximate repeating distance of 1 µm 22; the cellulose crystallites 357 

composing the ribbons have been determined to present lengths of ca. 400-600 nm 45.  On the 358 

other hand, there is scarce information regarding the cross-sectional shape of the ribbons. On 359 

the basis of the linear arrangement of TCs in the bacterial cell membrane 19 and on the 360 

observation of thick and thin regions in the SEM and TEM images of bacterial cellulose 361 

samples, which have been considered to arise from the periodical twisting of flat ribbons 362 

along their axis 21-23, it is commonly assumed that bacterial cellulose possesses a flat ribbon-363 

like structure 33, 38, 50.  According to this, the cellulose microfibril and ribbon dimensions have 364 

been estimated from SAXS experiments by calculating the radius of gyration and the cross-365 

sectional area. Whereas Astley et al. reported a microfibril cross-section of 1 nm x 16 nm 33, 366 

Tischer et al. estimated ribbon dimensions of 7 nm x 70 nm 38. Assuming such microfibril 367 

and ribbon dimensions, theoretical scattering curves have been obtained by using a 368 

parallelepiped model and the results, together with the experimental data, are displayed in 369 

Figure 1. It is evident that consideration of the microfibril cross-section values, i.e. 1 nm x 16 370 

nm, does not provide acceptable description of the experimental data (reduced χ2 value = 371 

47.1). This is unsurprising as, even in their hydrated state, bacterial cellulose microfibrils are 372 

aggregated into larger structures, i.e. ribbons. Although the fitting curves produced by using 373 

the ribbon dimensions extracted from literature provide a much better approximation to the 374 

experimental curve (reduced χ2 = 27.2), the shoulder feature reproduced by the theoretical 375 

curve does not appear in the q range of interest, as observed in the corresponding Kratky plot 376 

(Figure 1B). To account for the ribbon thickness (i.e. the cross-sectional dimension observed 377 

in the microscopy images), which was previously determined for the bacterial cellulose 378 

hydrogels used in the present work to be around 35 nm 10, the parallelepiped model was also 379 
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applied by initially setting the ribbon thickness to a value of 35 nm and allowing it to vary 380 

between 6 and 60 nm (based on the reported values for the minimum cellulose crystallite 381 

dimensions and the maximum ribbon width 10 as detailed in section 3.2), with the best 382 

‘agreement’ to the experimental data obtained for a parallelepiped cross-section of ca. 4.9 nm 383 

x 55.3 nm. The reduced χ2 value associated with the ‘fit’ was 19.2, reflecting only a slight 384 

improvement with respect to refining the 7 x 70 nm parallelepiped dimensions. Furthermore, 385 

as observed in Figure 1A, the parallelepiped model was still unable to accurately reproduce 386 

the experimental scattering data over the considered q range and the theoretical curves 387 

presented a characteristic feature in the region of q = 0.1 - 0.3 Å-1, which arose from the 388 

shortest parallelepiped edge, i.e. the ribbon width. The fact that such a feature was not 389 

detected in the experimental curve, indicates that the parallelepiped model may not be the 390 

most appropriate to describe the SANS data of bacterial cellulose hydrogels. 391 

 392 

 393 
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 394 

Figure 1. (A) SANS experimental data and corresponding model curves for the BC 395 

hydrogel (soaked in D2O). Dots represent the experimental data and lines show the fits 396 

obtained using a parallelepiped model. The following parameters were considered for each 397 

fitting procedure: The scale factor was allowed to vary between 0.001 and 0.03, the longest 398 

parallelepiped edge was fixed to 500 nm, the SLD of the parallelepiped was allowed to 399 

vary between 1.87·1010 cm-2 (SLDcrystalline cellulose) and 5.89·1010 cm-2 (SLDsolvent) and the 400 

SLD of the solvent was fixed to 5.89·1010 cm-2 (assuming complete solvent exchange, final 401 

solvent composition is ca. 93% D2O). Different ribbon cross-sections were considered by 402 

fixing or constraining the shortest and medium edges as follows: (1) fixed to 1 nm and 16 403 

nm, respectively (red line), (2) fixed to 7 nm and 70 nm, respectively (blue line) and (3) 404 

constrained between 1 and 60 nm and between 6 and 60 nm, respectively (green line). (B) 405 

Corresponding Kratky plots; the appearance of the shoulder-like feature in the 406 

experimental data is indicated by an arrow. 407 

 408 
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With the aim of approaching the sheet-like morphology observed in the cross-section of 409 

dried bacterial cellulose samples, a large disk model, approximated by a cylinder with 410 

radius of ca. 116 nm and thickness of ca. 8 nm, was previously used to fit the SANS 411 

patterns of deuterated bacterial cellulose 35. Although acceptable fits were reported by 412 

using this approach, it should be noted that a high radius polydispersity of ca. 0.95 was 413 

assumed. Furthermore, the model considered the disk radius, which accounts for the ribbon 414 

thickness, to be significantly larger than the values of 20-60 nm typically reported for 415 

native bacterial cellulose; it is more likely to correspond to the aggregates of ribbons that 416 

are usually formed as a consequence of the drying process. To assess the adequacy of this 417 

model, the fitting parameters were allowed to vary within the range of values known to be 418 

consistent with the BC sample analysed in the present work and compared to the result 419 

when setting the values considered by He et al. 35. As shown in Figure 2, the large disk 420 

model presented similar issues to that of the parallelepiped, i.e. a feature characteristic of 421 

the shortest ribbon dimension (the ribbon width) was observed at q values of 422 

approximately 0.11 Å-1 and the model did not appear to reproduce correctly the shoulder 423 

located at lower q values in the experimental data (reduced χ2 = 33.4 and 31.6 for the large 424 

disk model when fixing and refining the disk radius values respectively).  425 

 426 
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 427 

Figure 2. SANS experimental data and corresponding model curves for the hydrated BC 428 

hydrogel (soaked in D2O). Dots represent the experimental data and dashed lines show the 429 

‘fits’ obtained using a large disk model. The following parameters were considered for 430 

each fitting procedure: The scale factor was allowed to vary between 0.001 and 0.03, the 431 

cylinder length was fixed to 8 nm, the SLD of the parallelepiped was allowed to vary 432 

between 1.87·1010 cm-2 (SLDcrystalline cellulose) and 5.89·1010 cm-2 (SLDsolvent) and the SLD of 433 

the solvent was fixed to 5.89·1010 cm-2. Two different cylinder radii were considered by 434 

fixing or constraining the radius and polydispersity as follows: (1) fixed to 115.8 nm and 435 

0.95, respectively (red dashed line) and (2) constrained between 3 and 30 nm and 0.2 and 436 

0.95, respectively (green dashed line).  437 

 438 

An alternative to the rectangular cross-section could be based on the consideration of 439 

bacterial cellulose ribbons as cylindrical objects. Indeed, looking at the interwoven 440 

morphology of the bacterial cellulose hydrogels previously observed by SEM 10, 51, a 441 

cylindrical cross-section seems plausible. Data fitting by considering such morphology, 442 

with a polydisperse radius between 3-30 nm is shown in Figure 3. Although the cylindrical 443 
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model had the effect of eliminating the undesired peak obtained with the rectangular cross-444 

section, it still did not lead to an acceptable fit (reduced χ2 = 60.7).  Taking into account 445 

that the low q region (q < 0.01 Å-1) is expected to be dominated by the interfacial scattering 446 

between the network of interwoven cellulose ribbons and the solvent as indicated from 447 

previous microscopy characterisation 10, 51, the addition of a power-law term into the model 448 

is not only physically necessary but improves the fits over the region corresponding to 449 

larger structural features (Figure 3A), as confirmed by the reduced χ2 value of 14.0; 450 

however, the sum model was still not able to reproduce the shoulder appearing in the 451 

experimental scattering data, as clearly seen in the Kratky plot (Figure 3B). 452 

 453 

All the models considered thus far assume that bacterial cellulose ribbons may be 454 

described as solid objects with a particular shape. Nevertheless, it is known that the ribbons 455 

are actually composed of several microfibrils that interact by hydrogen bonding 11. The 456 

exact cross-sectional shape of cellulose microfibrils has not been determined but they are 457 

thought to contain a crystalline interior of ca. 3-8 nm width 9, 10, 38 and a paracrystalline 458 

exterior region with increased chain packing and hydrogen bonding disorder 4. It should be 459 

noted that the cited works refer to plant-derived cellulose microfibrils and, to date, it has 460 

not been confirmed whether bacterial and plant-derived cellulose microfibrils present a 461 

similar structure. Nevertheless, the cross-section decrease reported when subjecting 462 

bacterial cellulose to an acid hydrolysis treatment 45 suggests that the surface disorder 463 

induced towards the exterior of the microfibrils is plausible for the case of bacterial 464 

cellulose. Whereas the crystallites are assumed to be impermeable to solvents, several 465 

works have suggested that a certain amount of water is present covering the crystallites’ 466 

surface 33, 50, 52. This interfibrillar water is probably bound to the hydroxyl groups found in 467 

the disordered cellulose chains in the paracrystalline regions and therefore likely to present 468 
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a different behavior to that of the bulk-like water filling the voids found within the network 469 

of interwoven ribbons. Based on these structural characteristics, one may hypothesize that 470 

bacterial cellulose ribbons can be considered as two-phase systems composed of a core and 471 

a shell presenting different solvent accessibility 10 viz. (i) an inner region containing 472 

solvent-impermeable crystallites, surrounded by paracrystalline cellulose and water, the 473 

latter being associated by a dense network of hydrogen bonding and (ii) paracrystalline 474 

cellulose and water composing the outer / surface region of the ribbons. Assuming such a 475 

model has merit, it would imply that when bacterial cellulose hydrogels are soaked in D2O, 476 

the water held in the paracrystalline fraction might be gradually exchanged, although this 477 

process would be partially obstructed by the hydrogen bonding network present in the core 478 

of the ribbons. Based on this, a core-shell formalism has been suggested to describe the 479 

SANS data of bacterial cellulose and its composites with arabinoxylan and xyloglucan 10. 480 

The combination of this model with power-law scattering describes the experimental data 481 

well as further evaluated by the Kratky plot displayed in Figure 3B and as indicated by the 482 

significantly lower reduced χ2 value of 7.6 associated with the attained fit. This, together 483 

with the fact that the core-shell formalism provides a physical description consistent with 484 

what is known about the structure of hydrated bacterial cellulose, highlights the potential 485 

of this model to describe the experimental SANS data. It should be considered that 486 

although the SANS structural features here shown are relatively weak, the utilisation of 487 

such a rather complex model has been previously justified as it was able to accurately 488 

reproduce the experimental data of pure and composite hydrogels which showed much 489 

stronger shoulder-like features in their associated scattering patterns 10. Comparison of the 490 

fitting parameters obtained for the previously analysed hydrogels with those obtained in 491 

the present work, suggests that the different intensity of the structural features within 492 

hydrogel batches may be related to a densification effect. The strongly featured cellulose 493 
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hydrogel presented greater core and shell SLD values (SLDcore=5.58·1010 cm-2  and 494 

SLDshell=7.92·1010 cm-2) than the cellulose hydrogel characterised in this work, suggesting 495 

that the stronger structural features arise from an increased solvent accessibility in the less 496 

dense hydrogel structures. However, the effect of harvesting parameters on the properties 497 

of the synthesized cellulose hydrogels is out of the scope of this manuscript and will be 498 

thoroughly investigated elsewhere.  499 

 500 

Incorporating a gradation in the SLD of the three different phases considered by the model 501 

(i.e. core, shell and solvent) may lead to a further improvement of the attained fit although 502 

this would naturally complicate the fitting function with the requirement of additional 503 

refinable parameters to describe the SLD ‘roughness’. However, it should also be 504 

mentioned that application of a power-law plus core-shell parallelepiped model did not 505 

lead to an improved description of the experimental data (as indicated by the reduced χ2 506 

value of 7.8), as assuming a rectangular cross-section led to the appearance of undesired 507 

features arising from the parallelepiped shortest dimension, similar to the simpler 508 

parallelepiped and large disk models above (cf. Figure S1). 509 

 510 
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 511 

 512 

Figure 3.  (A) SANS experimental data and fits for the hydrated BC hydrogel (soaked in 513 

D2O). Dots represent the experimental data and lines show the fits obtained using different 514 

models assuming a circular cross-section. (1) Cylinder with polydisperse radius (blue 515 

continuous line), (2) sum of a power-law plus cylinder with polydisperse radius model 516 

(blue dashed line), (3) core-shell cylinder with polydisperse radius (red continuous line) 517 

and (4) sum of a power-law plus a core-shell cylinder with polydisperse radius (red dashed 518 
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line). In all the cases the scale factor was constrained between 0.001 and 0.03, the cylinder 519 

length was fixed to 500 nm and the SLD of the solvent was fixed to 5.89·1010 cm-2. (B) 520 

SANS Kratky plot comparing the cylinder and core-shell sum models within the q region 521 

of interest, where the characteristic shoulder feature observed in the experimental data is 522 

indicated by an arrow. 523 

 524 

Table 2. Parameters obtained from the fits of the different models considered assuming a 525 

cylindrical morphology.  526 

 Cylinder Core-shell cylinder 

Scale factor 0.004 0.001 0.030 0.066 

Radius (nm) 15.00 15.00  19.08 10.18 

Cylinder length (nm) 500 (*) 500 (*) 500 (*) 500 (*) 

Polydispersity 0.2 (*) 0.2 (*) 0.2 (*) 0.2 (*) 

SLDcylinder/core (1010 cm-2) 2.70 5.97  4.45  4.03 

SLDshell (1010 cm-2) --- --- 7.97 7.63 

SLDsolvent (1010 cm-2) 5.89 (*) 5.89 (*) 5.89 (*) 5.89 (*) 

Radial shell thickness (nm) --- --- 3.90 3.95 

Power-law coefficient --- 1.61·10-4   --- 9.71·10-5 

Power-law exponent --- 2.68 --- 2.75 

Parameters fixed during the fitting process are displayed with (*). 527 

 528 

3.2 Model validation: Global fitting of SANS contrast variation experiments  529 

To further test the validity of the model (core-shell cylinder with polydisperse radius plus 530 

power-law), the experimental SANS data of pure and composite bacterial cellulose 531 

hydrogels soaked in different D2O/H2O solvent mixtures were simultaneously fitted. As 532 
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described in section 2.4, the sum model is characterised by eleven parameters; however, to 533 

obtain more direct information from the fitting process, the model was defined as a 534 

function of the cellulose volume fraction and the cellulose and solvent H/D exchange in the 535 

core and the shell, which are directly related to the core and shell SLDs, as defined by 536 

equations (4) and (5). This model, defined by nineteen parameters, was applied to fit the 537 

SANS contrast variation experimental data of BC, BC-AX and BC-XG samples and the 538 

results are displayed in Figures 4A, 4B and 4C. It may be observed that, despite the 539 

relatively broad q range considered for the fitting process, the proposed model provided 540 

relatively good fits for the three different samples, with corresponding values for the 541 

reduced χ2 of 16.8, 23.8 and 18.6 for the BC, BC-AX and BC-XG samples, respectively. 542 

The parameters obtained with the best simultaneous fits for the pure and composite 543 

bacterial cellulose hydrogels are summarised in Tables 3a, 3b and 3c. It is worth noting 544 

that, as deduced from the values listed in the tables, fitting of the experimental data with 545 

the developed model led to physically realistic values for the variables describing the 546 

mathematical function. 547 

 548 
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 549 

 550 

551 

Figure 4. SANS patterns for solvent contrast variation experiments on BC (A), BC-AX 552 

(B) and BC-XG (C) hydrogels. Dots represent the experimental data, whereas the solid 553 

lines correspond to the best global fits obtained using the power-law plus core-shell 554 

cylinder model. The shoulder features detected in the experimental data are indicated with 555 

arrows. 556 
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 557 

Careful analysis of the obtained fitting parameters was carried out with the aim of 558 

extracting information regarding the structure of the different analysed materials; Figure 7 559 

illustrates the so-obtained ribbon representation for the pure and composite hydrogels. As 560 

already mentioned, the fitting function comprises the sum of a power-law model plus a 561 

core-shell cylinder form factor. Whereas this latter term corresponds to the form factor of 562 

the cellulose ribbons, the power-law term is added to account for the larger scale structure, 563 

i.e. the network of randomly oriented ribbons that are forming the cellulose hydrogel. The 564 

contribution from the larger-scale structure is weighted by the power-law coefficient and 565 

therefore, greater coefficient values are indicative of the scattering intensity being more 566 

strongly affected by the larger scale structure. Indeed, as observed in Tables 3a, 3b and 3c, 567 

when the volume of D2O in the solvent is close to the theoretical contrast match point of 568 

cellulose (i.e. 33% D2O), the power-law coefficient reaches its minimum value. On the 569 

other hand, when the contrast between the surface of the ribbons and the surrounding bulk 570 

solvent is maximum (i.e. 93% D2O), the coefficient reaches its maximum value. 571 

Interestingly, whereas at 33% D2O the pure cellulose hydrogel and the BC-XG hydrogel 572 

present a power-law exponent close to -2.5, the BC-AX hydrogel presents a greater power-573 

law exponent of -2.6. This may indicate a more ‘visibly’ branched structure for the 574 

composite BC-AX hydrogel when the cellulose crystalline fraction is approximately 575 

matched out due to the presence of the amorphous arabinoxylan coating the cellulose 576 

ribbons’ surfaces.   577 

 578 

The overall ribbon cross-section, calculated from the core radius and shell thickness, does 579 

not seem to be strongly affected by the incorporation of arabinoxylan and xyloglucan into 580 

the system, and the estimated dimensions (ca. 33.6 nm, 41.6 nm and 41.8 nm for BC, BC-581 
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AX and BC-XG, respectively) are within the range previously determined by SEM 582 

characterisation (35.5 ± 9.1 nm, 32.1 ± 7.2 nm and 36.5 ± 8.4 nm for BC, BC-AX and BC-583 

XG, respectively) 10. Furthermore, while the relative thickness of the shell is approximately 584 

constant when xyloglucan is incorporated into the system (ca. 33% with respect to the total 585 

ribbon cross-section), a thicker shell (ca. 39%) is induced by the presence of arabinoxylan. 586 

This may suggest that the arabinoxylan is preferentially located within the accessible 587 

ribbon surface, hence increasing the relative thickness of the shell.  588 

 589 

As expected, due to the limited solvent accessibility (i.e. limited solvent diffusion towards 590 

the inner region of cellulose ribbons) caused by the strong hydrogen bonding network, the 591 

apparent cellulose volume fraction in the ribbons’ core is larger than in the shell for all the 592 

samples. In the pure and composite hydrogels, the shell region is mostly composed of 593 

bound solvent, with only a 0.1-0.2% cellulose volume fraction. Interestingly, the composite 594 

BC-XG hydrogel shows a decreased cellulose volume fraction within the core (ca. 21% 595 

cellulose), as compared with that of the pure cellulose hydrogel (ca. 23% cellulose), 596 

whereas the opposite effect is observed for the BC-AX hydrogel (with ca. 27% cellulose). 597 

A reduction in the cellulose volume fraction may be due to either an increased amount of 598 

solvent and/or to the presence of PCW polysaccharides within the ribbons’ core. This 599 

result indicates that whereas xyloglucan is expected be located within the ribbons’ core, 600 

hence reducing the corresponding cellulose volume fraction, arabinoxylan might be 601 

preferentially located on the surface of the ribbons, leading to a reduced amount of solvent 602 

contained within the ribbons’ core. Such different behaviour suggests that strong cellulose-603 

xyloglucan interactions are established at the microfibril structural level, whereas the 604 

cellulose-arabinoxylan interactions seem to be limited to the surface of the ribbons.  605 

 606 
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In addition, the model is able to provide information regarding the extent to which the 607 

cellulose and solvent fractions contained within the core and the shell of the ribbons are 608 

exchanged when soaking the samples in different H2O/D2O mixtures. Assuming that the 609 

shell is easily accessed by the fresh solvent used to soak the samples, it is reasonable to 610 

expect the solvent contained within the shell to be completely exchanged (thus the solvent 611 

exchange within the shell was fixed to a value of 1 during the fitting procedure). 612 

Interestingly, the solvent exchange within the core is around 58-60% for the pure cellulose 613 

and the BC-AX hydrogel, while a greater value of ca. 68% corresponds to the BC-XG 614 

hydrogel. This is in agreement with the presumed existence of a dense network of 615 

hydrogen bonded cellulose/water in the ribbons’ core and suggests that approximately 42-616 

32% of the water tightly bound to the cellulose paracrystalline fraction is not exchanged. 617 

The decreased amount of tightly bound water induced by the presence of xyloglucan in the 618 

BC-XG composite hydrogel suggests a greater solvent access towards the inner region of 619 

the cellulose ribbons, in agreement with the reduced cellulose volume fraction attained for 620 

this sample. Solvent accessibility towards the ribbons’ core may be promoted by (i) the 621 

presence of additional hydroxyl groups provided by the PCW polysaccharides and/or (ii) 622 

the existence of a weaker hydrogen bonding network due to the establishment of cellulose-623 

PCW polysaccharide interactions. Although the amount of xyloglucan in the BC-XG 624 

hydrogel is almost half of the amount of arabinoxylan in the BC-AX hydrogel, only the 625 

former presents a significant effect in promoting solvent accessibility towards the ribbons’ 626 

core. Different batches of pure and composite hydrogels also showed an increased solvent 627 

accessibility promoted by the presence of PCW polysaccharides, this effect being more 628 

obvious for the hydrogel containing xyloglucan 10. This observation was hypothesised to 629 

be a consequence of the ability of xyloglucan to interact with the individual cellulose 630 

microfibrils contained within the ribbons’ core, whereas arabinoxylan-cellulose 631 
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interactions are limited to the ribbons’ surface. Complementary XRD analyses have 632 

demonstrated that the incorporation of xyloglucan promotes the creation of fewer 633 

crystalline and Iβ-rich cellulose microfibrils 10, thus supporting the hypothesis of a close 634 

association between the cellulose microfibrils and xyloglucan. 635 

 636 

With regards to the cellulose component, the fitting results support the hypothesis of a 637 

shell mainly composed of paracrystalline or accessible cellulose, with exchangeable 638 

hydroxyl groups, and a core containing a fraction of non-accessible crystalline cellulose (as 639 

suggested by the ca. 1 and 0.7 cellulose exchange values, within the shell and core of the 640 

pure cellulose hydrogel, respectively). Note that although the cellulose exchange within the 641 

shell tends towards unity, large standard deviation values are associated with this 642 

parameter, due to its weak contribution to the SLD value of the highly hydrated shell (with 643 

only 0.1% cellulose). Previous dynamic vapour sorption measurements of freeze-dried 644 

bacterial cellulose sheets exposed to a D2O atmosphere indicated that 1.24 out of 3 labile 645 

hydroxyl groups from each glucose monomer are exchanged 53. This would imply a 646 

cellulose exchange of ca. 41%, which is considerably lower than the complete exchange 647 

obtained here for the ribbons’ shell (i.e. the accessible region). It has been previously 648 

demonstrated that drying processes reduce strongly the ability of bacterial cellulose 649 

hydrogels to rehydrate 54, which is mainly due to the creation of strong interfibrillar 650 

hydrogen bonds when moisture is removed from the system. It would therefore be 651 

reasonable to expect a significantly reduced amount of exchangeable hydroxyl groups in 652 

the freeze-dried cellulose as compared with the native hydrogel. Whereas the cellulose 653 

H/D exchange in the shell is not significantly affected by the incorporation of PCW 654 

polysaccharides, the exchange within the core is reduced in the composite hydrogel 655 

containing xyloglucan. Such an effect may be related to the presence of a certain fraction 656 
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of this PCW polysaccharide strongly interacting with the cellulose microfibrils contained 657 

within the ribbons’ core region, hence limiting the availability of the cellulose hydroxyl 658 

groups to be exchanged.  659 

 660 

Table 3a. Parameters obtained from fits of the power-law plus core-shell cylinder with 661 

polydisperse radius model for the pure BC hydrogel. Standard deviations on the last digit 662 

are shown in parentheses.  663 

 93%D2O 56%D2O 33%D2O 18%D2O 0% D2O 

Scale factor 0.0038 (2) 0.0011 (3) 0 0.0016 (8) 0.0300 (7) 

Core radius (nm) (+) 11.2 (2) 11.2 (2) 11.2 (2) 11.2 (2) 11.2 (2) 

Cylinder length (nm) 

(+)(*) 
500 500 500 500 500 

Polydispersity (+)(*) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Radial shell thickness 

(nm) (+) 
5.6 (8) 5.6 (8) 5.6 (8) 5.6 (8) 5.6 (8) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Core) (+) 
0.228 (6) 0.228 (6) 0.228 (6) 0.228 (6) 0.228 (6) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Shell) (+) 
0.001 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.001 (2) 0.001 (2) 

Cellulose exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.70 (3) 0.70 (3) 0.70 (3) 0.70 (3) 0.70 (3) 

Cellulose exchange 

(shell) (+) 
1.0 (8) 1.0 (8) 1.0 (8) 1.0 (8) 1.0 (8) 

Solvent exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.576 (1) 0.576 (1) 0.576 (1) 0.576 (1) 0.576 (1) 

Solvent exchange 1 1 1 1 1 
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(shell) (+)(*) 

SLD cellulose (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 

SLD fully exchanged 

cellulose (1010 cm-2) 

(*) 

3.66 2.95 2.50 2.23 1.87 

SLD bulk solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
5.89 3.33 1.73 0.69 -0.56 

SLD bound solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
7.97 4.50 2.33 1.03 -0.70 

SLD bound H2O (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
-0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 

Power-law coefficient 11.85·10-5 (5) 4.36·10-5 (8) 0.5·10-5 (7) 1.79·10-5 (5) 8.68·10-5 (7) 

Power-law exponent  2.709 (9) 2.477 (4) 2.47 (3) 2.499 (5)  2.536 (2) 

Parameters displayed with (+) were linked and parameters displayed with (*) were fixed 664 

during the fitting process.  665 

 666 

Table 3b. Parameters obtained from fits of the power-law plus core-shell cylinder with 667 

polydisperse radius model for BC-AX hydrogel. Standard deviations on the last digit are 668 

shown in parentheses. 669 

 93%D2O 56%D2O 33%D2O 18%D2O 0% D2O 

Scale factor 0.0023 (1) 0.0010 (1) 0 0.0010 (1) 0.018 (1) 

Core radius (nm) (+) 12.6 (2) 12.6 (2) 12.6 (2) 12.6 (2) 12.6 (2) 

Cylinder length (nm) 

(+)(*) 
500 500 500 500 500 

Polydispersity (+)(*) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
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Radial shell thickness 

(nm) (+) 
8.2 (3) 8.2 (3) 8.2 (3) 8.2 (3) 8.2 (3) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Core) (+) 
0.27 (1) 0.27 (1) 0.27 (1) 0.27 (1) 0.27 (1) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Shell) (+) 
0.011 (3) 0.011 (3) 0.011 (3) 0.011 (3) 0.011 (3) 

Cellulose exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.69 (4) 0.69 (4) 0.69 (4) 0.69 (4) 0.69 (4) 

Cellulose exchange 

(shell) (+) 
0.7 (7) 0.7 (7) 0.7 (7) 0.7 (7) 0.7 (7) 

Solvent exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.599 (2) 0.599 (2) 0.599 (2) 0.599 (2) 0.599 (2) 

Solvent exchange 

(shell) (+)(*) 
1 1 1 1 1 

SLD cellulose (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 

SLD fully exchanged 

cellulose (1010 cm-2) 

(*) 

3.66 2.95 2.50 2.23 1.87 

SLD bulk solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
5.89 3.33 1.73 0.69 -0.56 

SLD bound solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
7.97 4.50 2.33 1.03 -0.70 

SLD bound H2O (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
-0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 

Power-law coefficient 16.53·10-5 (5) 4.69·10-5 (6) 0.6·10-5 (3) 3.98·10-5 (6) 12.31·10-5 (8) 

Power-law exponent  2.656 (1) 2.529 (3) 2.55 (1) 2.485 (5)  2.496 (2) 
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Parameters displayed with (+) were linked and parameters displayed with (*) were fixed 670 

during the fitting process.  671 

 672 

Table 3c. Parameters obtained from fits of the power-law plus core-shell cylinder with 673 

polydisperse radius model for BC-XG hydrogel. Standard deviations on the last digit are 674 

shown in parentheses. 675 

 93%D2O 56%D2O 33%D2O 18%D2O 0% D2O 

Scale factor 0.0043 (1) 0.0010 (1) 0 0.0010 (7) 0.022 (1) 

Core radius (nm) (+) 14.1 (7) 14.1 (7) 14.1 (7) 14.1 (7) 14.1 (7) 

Cylinder length (nm) 

(+)(*) 
500 500 500 500 500 

Polydispersity (+)(*) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Radial shell thickness 

(nm) (+) 
6.8 (5) 6.8 (5) 6.8 (5) 6.8 (5) 6.8 (5) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Core) (+) 
0.213 (4) 0.213 (4) 0.213 (4) 0.213 (4) 0.213 (4) 

Cellulose volume 

fraction (Shell) (+) 
0.002 (2) 0.002 (2) 0.002 (2) 0.002 (2) 0.002 (2) 

Cellulose exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.33 (3) 0.33 (3) 0.33 (3) 0.33 (3) 0.33 (3) 

Cellulose exchange 

(shell) (+) 
1.0 (7) 1.0 (7) 1.0 (7) 1.0 (7) 1.0 (7) 

Solvent exchange 

(core) (+) 
0.685 (1) 0.685 (1) 0.685 (1) 0.685 (1) 0.685 (1) 

Solvent exchange 

(shell) (+)(*) 
1 1 1 1 1 
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SLD cellulose (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 

SLD fully exchanged 

cellulose (1010 cm-2) 

(*) 

3.66 2.95 2.50 2.23 1.87 

SLD bulk solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
5.89 3.33 1.73 0.69 -0.56 

SLD bound solvent 

(1010 cm-2) (*) 
7.97 4.50 2.33 1.03 -0.70 

SLD bound H2O (1010 

cm-2) (+)(*) 
-0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 -0.70 

Power-law coefficient 14.05·10-5 (5) 4.75·10-5 (8) 0.9·10-5 (4) 3.05·10-5 (5) 9.75·10-5 (7) 

Power-law exponent  2.685 (1) 2.427 (4) 2.46 (1) 2.536 (5)  2.552 (2) 

Parameters displayed with (+) were linked and parameters displayed with (*) were fixed 676 

during the fitting process.  677 

 678 

It should be noted that, as observed in Figures 4A, 4B and 4C, the obtained fits deviate 679 

from the experimental data within the high q region (q > 0.10 Å-1). Considering the real 680 

distances corresponding to this q range (i.e. real distances smaller than ca. 6 nm), the 681 

inability of the model to accurately describe the experimental data may be related to the 682 

existence of sub-structure within the cellulose ribbons. While the core-shell model applied 683 

to fit the SANS data is derived from the assumption that a number of cellulose microfibrils, 684 

interacting with each other and with bound solvent by means of hydrogen bonding, 685 

compose the ribbon structure, the fitting function only accounts for the core-shell ribbon 686 

architecture.  Thus, while the scattering in the high q region is likely to be dominated from 687 

the structural arrangement of cellulose microfibrils, the fitting function does not contain 688 
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any additional term to account for this particular size range. This would explain the 689 

discrepancy between the theoretical and the experimental points within the region of q > 690 

0.10 Å-1. As opposed to neutrons, X-rays are sensitive to electron density; as a result, 691 

measurement by SAXS is not expected to reveal the creation of regions arising from 692 

differential solvent accessibility within the ribbons’ core and shell as cellulose in both 693 

regions are solvated with the same solvent. Instead, assuming the validity of the multi-694 

scale architecture depicted in Figure 7, the X-ray SLD contrast would be generated 695 

between the crystalline and paracrystalline cellulose domains and therefore, the SAXS 696 

intensity should be dominated by the structural features arising from the arrangement of 697 

cellulose microfibrils. To assess the veracity of this, the SAXS patterns of the native 698 

cellulose and composite hydrogels were collected and the experimental data were fitted by 699 

using the core-shell model adapted to the microfibril structural level, as described in 700 

section 2.4. As shown in Figure 5, the microfibril core-shell model provides excellent fits 701 

for the experimental data, with reduced χ2 values of 1.5, 1.9 and 1.5 for the BC, BC-AX 702 

and BC-XG hydrogels, respectively. The corresponding fitting parameters, compiled in 703 

Table S2, support the existence of microfibrils containing an impermeable crystalline 704 

interior region (i.e. microfibril core) surrounded by a partially hydrated paracrystalline 705 

exterior (i.e. microfibril shell). The overall microfibril dimensions, estimated from the core 706 

radius and shell thickness, are ca. 5.0 nm for the BC hydrogel, 4.5 nm for BC-AX and 3.6 707 

nm for BC-XG. These values are very similar to the range of crystallite dimensions 708 

previously calculated for similar samples by means of XRD characterisation (5.2-5.9 nm 709 

for BC, 4.9-5.4 nm for BC-AX and 3.9-5.0 nm for BC-XG) 10, hence supporting the ability 710 

of the fitting function to model the structure of the individual cellulose microfibrils 711 

contained within the ribbons. Interestingly, while the cellulose volume fraction within the 712 

microfibril shell is ca. 60% for the BC and the BC-AX hydrogels, the fitting results 713 
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indicate that the BC-XG hydrogel possesses a reduced volume fraction of ca. 30%. Such an 714 

effect may be due to the presence of xyloglucan in the paracrystalline microfibril shell, 715 

supporting the hypothesis of strong cellulose-xyloglucan interactions being established at 716 

the microfibril structural level.  717 

 718 

Figure 5. SAXS patterns for the native BC, BC-AX and BC-XG hydrogels. Solid lines 719 

correspond to the fitting of the experimental data using the core-shell model applied at the 720 

cellulose microfibril structural level. 721 

 722 

The results from the SANS experiments, further supported by the SAXS characterisation, 723 

have two main implications: (i) the PCW polysaccharide surface domains promote solvent 724 

accessibility towards the interior of the cellulose ribbons; and (ii) the arabinoxylan and 725 

xyloglucan components interact with cellulose through different mechanisms. Whereas 726 

both PCW polysaccharides seem to interact with the cellulose ribbons’ surface, only 727 

xyloglucan is able to establish strong interactions with the individual cellulose microfibrils 728 

composing the ribbons’ core by interfering in the cellulose crystallization and assembly 729 
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processes. This is consistent with results from microscopy and 13C-NMR spectroscopy of 730 

BC-AX and BC-XG composites 17, 29, 55, 56. Whereas two distinct domains of xyloglucan 731 

were detected in the 13C CP/MAS and SP/MAS spectra of BC-XG hydrogels (with 732 

approximately half of the xyloglucan corresponding to the mobile phase and the other half 733 

being effectively immobilised), arabinoxylan was only detected in the 13C SP/MAS 734 

spectrum of BC-AX hydrogels 55, 56. This observation supports the existence of different 735 

xyloglucan domains (mobile domains interacting with the surface of cellulose ribbons and 736 

strongly bound domains interspersed with individual cellulose microfibrils composing the 737 

ribbons), while only surface interactions appear to take place between arabinoxylan and 738 

cellulose. The presence of xyloglucan domains interacting with cellulose microfibrils has 739 

important implications for the biosynthesis process. It has been previously demonstrated 740 

that the interference of xyloglucan with the cellulose crystallisation process leads to the 741 

formation of smaller crystallites, richer in the Iβ allomorph, which are similar to those 742 

typically found in PCW systems 10. Additionally, it has been proposed that the tightly 743 

bound xyloglucan interfibrillar domains, rather than the mobile fractions tethering the 744 

cellulose bundles, play a major role in the cell wall mechanics 57. In contrast, the mobile 745 

surface domains of both xyloglucan and arabinoxylan increase the degree of branching of 746 

the hydrogel network structure and increase the amount of labile hydroxyl groups at a 747 

surface level. This may play an important role in controlling the hydrophilicity of the 748 

surface of cellulose ribbons and thus is crucial for plant tissues.  749 

  750 

It should be noted that, while the model here presented seems to be appropriate to describe 751 

the multi-scale structure of bacterial cellulose hydrogels, its ability to describe the small 752 

angle scattering data from PCW materials would need to be assessed for each particular 753 

system. One of the key aspects of the core-shell formalism lies in its ability to account for 754 
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the existence of regions with different SLD values, due to the distinct solvent accessibility 755 

towards the interior and exterior regions of the ribbons. While the existence of strong 756 

hydrogen bonds between cellulose microfibrils is a plausible assumption since no 757 

additional components are present during the cellulose biosynthesis process 10, this might 758 

not be the case for certain PCW systems, in which matrix components directly interacting 759 

with the cellulose microfibrils may limit the formation of interfibrillar hydrogen bonds. In 760 

fact, the shoulder features shown here for the bacterial cellulose hydrogels have not been 761 

observed in the SANS patterns of celery and spruce wood samples 4, 8. In turn, an 762 

interference peak located at 0.1-0.2 Å-1, attributed to the centre-to-centre distance between 763 

the cellulose microfibrils, was detected for these materials. The position of this peak 764 

shifted towards smaller q values when the samples were hydrated 4, 8, hence indicating that 765 

water could penetrate the bundles of microfibrils and increase the microfibril centre-to-766 

centre distance. The contrast between the crystalline microfibril interior and the 767 

surrounding bulk solvent would then lead to the appearance of a Bragg peak characteristic 768 

of the interfibrillar separation, whereas no core-shell regions with distinct SLD values 769 

would be apparent in that particular case.  770 

 771 

Solvent contrast variation experiments were also used to estimate the contrast match point 772 

of the three different materials. Following scattering measurements, the intensity at a q 773 

value of 0.0052 Å-1 was plotted against the D2O content of the solvent mixtures utilised 774 

(cf. Figure 6A). To evaluate the percentage error associated with the determination of the 775 

scattering intensity values, several bacterial cellulose samples soaked in H2O were studied 776 

and the intensity at the same q value used for the contrast match point determination was 777 

measured (cf. Figure S2). These samples consisted of four different batches harvested 778 

under the same conditions but not simultaneously, taking two different sample portions 779 
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from each batch (thus making a total of eight samples). The maximum standard deviation 780 

determined for different samples from the same batch was ca. 6.2%, whereas the standard 781 

deviation determined from all eight samples was ca. 24.1%. This latter value was set as the 782 

intensity error percentage (error bars in Figure 6A).  As observed in Figure 6A, the contrast 783 

match point of the three different materials, estimated by fitting the experimental data to a 784 

parabolic function and subsequently calculating the function minimum, was quite similar 785 

(ca. 34.2% D2O for BC, ca. 34.9% D2O for BC-AX and ca. 35.9% for BC-XG). Indeed, the 786 

resulting SLD of ca. 1.81·1010 cm-2 for pure bacterial cellulose is very close to the 787 

crystalline cellulose theoretical value listed in Table 1. According to the crystallinity index 788 

of the bacterial cellulose hydrogels used in this work, which has been previously estimated 789 

as ca. 88% 10, a SLD value of 1.85·1010 cm-2 would be expected. Although the contrast 790 

match point of cellulose samples has been typically estimated by neglecting the effect of 791 

H/D exchange, cellulose possesses labile hydroxyl groups which are in fact expected to 792 

undergo exchange when the samples are soaked in D2O/H2O mixtures. Thus the SLD of 793 

cellulose should increase with the amount of D2O in the solvent for any finite degree of 794 

H/D exchange and, as a result, the experimentally obtained contrast variation curves 795 

deviate from the contrast variation curve observed in the absence of H/D exchange and 796 

consequently, the approach followed to determine the SLD by fitting the experimental 797 

points to a parabolic function would not provide an accurate value.  798 

 799 

The H/D exchange process in cellulose samples has been reported to occur in two different 800 

stages. During the relatively short first stage, H/D exchange is thought to take place in the 801 

hydroxyl groups located within the cellulose amorphous domains 58, 59. The duration of this 802 

process is related to the sample properties (such as sample thickness and cellulose 803 

crystallinity). As a reference, Hishikawa et al. stated that this process took place within 804 
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several hours, with a gradual transition towards the subsequent exchange stage 58. Within 805 

the second stage, H/D exchange takes place at a significantly slower rate, ranging from 806 

several hours to days. This process has been related to the exchange of hydroxyl groups 807 

found in the cellulose crystallites’ surfaces or regions with increased disorder (i.e. 808 

paracrystalline cellulose) 59. Considering that the hydrogel samples used for the SANS 809 

contrast variation experiments were soaked in H2O/D2O mixtures for periods longer than 810 

48h, the H/D exchange process in the hydroxyl groups located within accessible regions is 811 

expected to be complete. The degree of H/D exchange undergone by each hydrogel should 812 

be determined by the cellulose structure, i.e. the relative amount of accessible 813 

paracrystalline cellulose, as well as by the interactions established between the cellulose 814 

and the PCW polysaccharides in the composite hydrogels.  To evaluate the extent of the 815 

H/D exchange effect, the shape of the theoretical contrast variation curves, assuming a 816 

certain degree of H/D exchange, was predicted by calculating the square of the SLD 817 

contrast between the bacterial cellulose hydrogel and the surrounding solvent since the 818 

intensity, � ∝ ����hi − ������ A_e?. The SLD of native bacterial cellulose, with the 819 

molecular formula of C6H10O5, can be calculated as follows: 820 

���hi∗ = kl ∙ mhi ∙ n^opq^rp@R^s
ntopqtrp@Rts       (8) 821 

 822 
where %u  and vu are the neutron scattering length and mass of the atoms, respectively and 823 

mwx, i.e. the physical density of bacterial cellulose, would correspond to a value of 1.59 824 

g/cm3 according to the previously calculated crystallinity index of bacterial cellulose 10 and 825 

to the crystalline and amorphous cellulose density values provided in Table 1. 826 

 827 

When the cellulose hydrogels are soaked in D2O, a maximum of three hydrogen atoms, 828 

corresponding to the labile hydroxyl groups, can be exchanged; thus the molecular formula 829 
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of fully exchanged cellulose would be C6H7D3O5. Accordingly, for an intermediate degree 830 

of H/D exchange (XT<a/y) the SLD can be estimated as: 831 

���hiAB�∗ = kl ∙ mhi ∙ n^opq^rp�@R#�z∙AB�s/{^sp�z∙AB�s/{^{
ntopqtrp3@R#Yz∙AB�s/{[7tsp�z∙AB�s/{t{

    (9) 832 

 833 

Hence, combining equations (8) and (9) and assuming a degree of H/D exchange with the 834 

solvent (which is in vast excess with respect to the polymer), the SLD of cellulose for each 835 

D2O/H2O mixture (where TyFb is the corresponding D2O volume fraction) may be 836 

calculated by applying the following equation: 837 

���hiAB� = TyFb ∙ ���hiAB�∗ + �1 − TyFb ∙ ���hi∗     (10) 838 

 839 

Figure 6B displays the term ����hi − ������ A_e?  plotted against the D2O volume 840 

fraction, considering different degrees of H/D exchange. As expected, the contrast match 841 

point is shifted towards greater D2O volume fraction values with increasing the H/D 842 

exchange. The shape of the contrast variation curve of the bacterial cellulose hydrogel 843 

should then correspond to an intermediate of the different curves plotted in Figure 5B, i.e. 844 

as the D2O volume fraction increases, the corresponding point would deviate from the 0% 845 

H/D exchange curve to a greater extent and would progressively become closer to the 846 

behaviour of the 100% H/D exchange curve. This is expected to affect significantly the 847 

shape of the experimental contrast variation curve, which will deviate from the theoretical 848 

parabolic function. Using the parameters obtained by application of the core-shell fitting 849 

model, listed in Table 3a, the SLD contrast terms for the ribbon core and shell were also 850 

estimated. As observed, for low D2O volume fractions, the core and shell values are quite 851 

similar, whereas the difference between their corresponding SLD contrast terms increases 852 

with greater D2O volume fractions. According to the ribbon model shown in Figure 7, 853 
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where the shell constitutes only a limited fraction of the ribbon, the experimental points 854 

should be closer to the values predicted for the ribbon core (i.e. 70% exchange).  855 

 856 

Regarding the composite hydrogels, based on the incorporation degrees of the two 857 

polysaccharides estimated from the monosaccharide analysis, i.e. 53% AX and 27% XG, 858 

and the crystallinity values estimated by XRD 10 (ca. 87% for BC-AX and ca. 64% for BC-859 

XG), the expected SLD values for the BC-AX and BC-XG samples would be 1.73·1010 860 

cm-2 and 1.77·1010 cm-2, respectively. However, the values estimated from the contrast 861 

variation experiments, 1.86·1010 cm-2 for BC-AX and 1.93·1010 cm-2 for BC-XG, although 862 

close, are slightly higher. The incorporation of PCW polysaccharides into the hydrogels 863 

might promote H/D exchange due to the addition of amorphous chains possessing labile 864 

hydroxyl groups; however, conversely, the interaction of these polysaccharides with 865 

cellulose chains by hydrogen bonding could limit the amount of free hydroxyl groups 866 

available for exchange. Thus, predicting the shape of the contrast variation curves for the 867 

composite hydrogels is more challenging since it requires assumptions concerning the 868 

degree of H/D exchange undergone by the AX and XG chains as well as the fraction of 869 

hydroxyl groups involved in strong hydrogen bonds established between cellulose and the 870 

polysaccharide chains which, at the same time, are expected to be different within the core 871 

and the shell regions. Attempts to estimate the theoretical contrast variation curves for the 872 

composite hydrogels confirmed that it is not possible to accurately quantify the effect of 873 

these two polysaccharides in the contrast match point of the composite hydrogels, as more 874 

information with regards to their structure and preferential location (i.e. ribbons’ core and 875 

shell) would be required. 876 

 877 

 878 
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 879 

 880 

Figure 6. (A) Contrast variation curves for BC, BC-AX and BC-XG hydrogels. Markers 881 

represent the experimental values and the solid lines correspond to the fitted parabolic 882 

functions. (B) Representation of the SLD contrast term (SLDBC-SLDsolvent)
2 as a function 883 

of the D2O content of the different solvent mixtures used for the contrast variation 884 

experiments of pure BC. Crosses represent the theoretical values calculated by assuming 885 
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different degrees of H/D exchange and solid lines correspond to the parabolic functions 886 

fitting the theoretical values. The values predicted by the fitting model for the ribbon core 887 

and shell, using the parameters summarised in Table 3a, are also displayed as open 888 

markers for comparison.  889 

 890 

The results demonstrate that the developed SANS model of native bacterial cellulose and 891 

its composite hydrogels with PCW polysaccharides may provide valuable information to 892 

investigate the structure of these materials as well as the effect of different components on 893 

the hierarchical assembly of cellulose. It should be noted that the model assumes a 894 

cylindrical cellulose ribbon cross-section, which may be in conflict with the rectangular 895 

shape presumed in several studies according to TEM observations. However, it is relevant 896 

to consider that the drying process applied prior to the TEM characterisation inevitably 897 

impacts upon the structure of the cellulose ribbons, although it is still unknown how. Even 898 

if the flat ribbon cross-section was true, the periodic twisting along the ribbon axis also 899 

observed in the TEM images would lead to an overall morphology which could be 900 

approximated to a cylinder. As an additional comment, it is worth noting that although the 901 

model is built on the basis of the existence of sub-structure within the ribbons, it does not 902 

account for the structure of the individual cellulose microfibrils, leading to deviation from 903 

the experimental data within the relevant size range (q > 0.10 Å-1). Including an additional 904 

term to describe the microfibril structure would result in an excessive number of refinable 905 

parameters and most likely lead to high uncertainties in the fitting results. However, it has 906 

been demonstrated that the same fitting function, adapted to account for the microfibril 907 

structural level, can be successfully applied to describe the SAXS results from the same 908 

hydrogels. This supports the existence of a multi-scale structure in which individual 909 

cellulose microfibrils, composed of an impermeable crystalline core and a partially 910 
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hydrated paracrystalline shell, interact with each other and with solvent by hydrogen 911 

bonding, creating the cellulose ribbons. Whereas the use of X-rays highlights the 912 

microfibril structure due to the SLD contrast existing between the crystalline and the 913 

paracrystalline regions, the structure of ribbons is emphasised when using neutrons. The 914 

strong hydrogen bonding network holding together the cellulose microfibrils impairs the 915 

solvent accessibility towards the inner region of the cellulose ribbons. This leads to the 916 

creation of core and shell regions with different neutron SLD values due to their different 917 

degrees of solvent exchange.       918 

 919 

 920 

Figure 7.  Schematic representation of the structure of hydrated (D2O soaked) bacterial 921 

cellulose and composite ribbons based on fitting parameters obtained by the power-law 922 

plus core-shell cylinder with polydisperse radius model applied to SANS experimental 923 

data. Representation of the sub-structure of microfibrils is based on the parameters 924 
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obtained by fitting the SAXS data of the native hydrogels and the cellulose crystallite 925 

cross-sectional shape suggested in previous work 10 from XRD experiments. 926 

 927 

4. Conclusions 928 

Structural characterisation of native bacterial cellulose and its composite hydrogels with 929 

two PCW polysaccharides has been carried out by means of small angle neutron 930 

scattering and a model has been developed that well describes the experimental data over 931 

a wide intensity - q range. It has been demonstrated that application of conventional 932 

models proposed in the existing literature, such as a parallelepiped or large disk model, do 933 

not provide adequate fits of the SANS data. This is due to the fact that these models 934 

consider bacterial cellulose ribbons as one-phase solid objects with uniform SLD.  935 

 936 

In contrast, the hierarchical assembly of bacterial cellulose, in which structural features 937 

are assembled into several architectural levels, may be well represented by a core-shell 938 

formalism; this assumes that the ribbons are composed of an inner region (core) mostly 939 

containing impermeable cellulose crystallites surrounded by a network of hydrated 940 

paracrystalline cellulose and tightly bound water, and an outer region (shell) containing 941 

highly hydrated paracrystalline cellulose and water. The different core and shell solvent 942 

accessibilities implied by this arrangement result in the formation of regions with distinct 943 

neutron SLD values when the hydrogels are soaked in H2O/D2O mixtures. Based on this, 944 

a model comprising the sum of a power-law term plus a core-shell cylinder with 945 

polydisperse radius was developed and validated by fitting the SANS contrast variation 946 

data of pure and composite bacterial cellulose samples. The developed model has been 947 

demonstrated to provide acceptable fits over greater than three orders of magnitude in q 948 
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not only with a limited number of variable parameters but also whose refined values are 949 

physically sensible and meaningful based on prior knowledge of the systems under study.  950 

 951 

The obtained fitting parameters indicate that both xyloglucan and arabinoxylan domains 952 

exist on the surface of bacterial cellulose ribbons interacting with the cellulose fraction by 953 

means of a non-specific adsorption mechanism, therefore providing additional hydroxyl 954 

groups in the ribbons’ shell and facilitating the access of the solvent towards the ribbons’ 955 

core. On the other hand, the fitting results, together with a careful analysis of the contrast 956 

variation curves, seem to indicate that, only xyloglucan seems to establish strong 957 

interactions with the cellulose microfibrils contained within the ribbons’ core by 958 

interacting with the crystallisation/assembly process. The existence of these xyloglucan 959 

domains within the core region is crucial as it has been seen to modify the cellulose 960 

crystalline structure (decreasing the overall crystallinity and promoting the creation of the 961 

plant-characteristic Iβ allomorph) and the packing density by separating the individual 962 

cellulose microfibrils. This supports a different cellulose/xyloglucan 19 and 963 

cellulose/arabinoxylan 29 interaction mechanism and, furthermore, highlights the potential 964 

of this approach to characterise additional PCW analogue systems based on bacterial 965 

cellulose, hence providing valuable information to interpret the potential roles of different 966 

cell wall components on the biosynthesis process.  967 
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